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E x E c u t i v E  S u m m a r y

The Democratic Republic of the Congo (drc) is scheduled to hold 
presidential and parliamentary elections on November 28, 2011.
These elections will determine whether Congo secures the demo-
cratic gains from 2006 and solidifies its new democratic tradition or 
whether Congo slides back towards authoritarianism. The present 
round of national elections provides the best route to peace, stability, 
and economic growth to a country that has been devastated by public 
mismanagement and protracted conflict for decades.

In mid-2011, after decades of decline, Congo is beginning to show 
signs of economic, political, and social recovery. Yet, this recovery is 
fragile and could unravel. Due to multiple delays and a lack of trans-
parency in the electoral process, there is a serious risk that elections 
could set off unrest if they are held under current conditions and 
plans. Recent election-related violence in Kinshasa underscores this 
risk. The United States, United Nations Stabilization Mission to the 
Congo (known by its French acronym, monusco), and other inter-
ested actors must immediately intensify their efforts and engagement 
with the Congolese so that the integrity of the elections process is 
clearly re-established and the likelihood of potential turmoil is re-
duced. The last thing Congo needs is another protracted, tumultuous, 
and violent period.

As of early September, it is uncertain that the Congolese Independent 
National Electoral Commission (known by its French acronym, ceni) 
will be able to organize elections on November 28, 2011 that meet the 
expectations of Congolese voters, as well as basic international stan-
dards. During the course of 2011, more and more Congolese and out-
side observers have become concerned over elections preparations.  
These concerns presently focus on the ceni’s ability to organize and 
implement the delivery of voting materials to polling stations on time. 

Another serious problem is that, because of the deterioration of Con-
go’s educational system over many decades, many rural Congolese of 
voting age are illiterate. On the 2006 election day, it was clear that 
many—almost certainly most—rural Congolese women (and many 



men) did not know how to vote since they could not read and under-
stand the ballots. For the upcoming 2011 elections, it is important that 
a clear procedure be in place so that illiterate voters can understand 
the process by which they can vote for themselves and can cast their 
ballots in secret.i

Beyond these problems, there are other complex issues which, if left 
unsolved, will undermine the credibility of these elections. These 
include ensuring fair access to media for all candidates; promoting 
a peaceful environment, without intimidation and violence against 
candidates; and installing transparent safeguards to deter and catch 
attempts at electoral fraud. These issues require serious and sus-
tained attention.

To help resolve these technical issues, the ceni should take the fol-
lowing steps:

• Urgently convene a meeting with major opposition parties, 
including the Democratic Union for Social Progress (known 
by its French acronym, udpsii), to agree to a rapid analysis by 
elections experts of the various technical and logistical issues 
related to holding successful elections that meet international 
standards. 

• Hold open meetings as frequently as necessary—at least week-
ly—of technical experts to ensure that elections preparations 
proceed as well as possible. These meetings must be run in 
the spirit of encouraging open exchange on technical issues, 
including asking tough questions and looking for credible and 
detailed responses.

• Urgently develop a plan, including voter education, to ensure 
that all voters, including those who cannot read, can under-
stand the ballot and vote in secret. monusco’s electoral divi-
sion, the Carter Center, the International Foundation for Elec-
toral Systems (ifes), and others should work closely with the 
ceni in developing and implementing this plan.

The United States has a major role to play in supporting this process. 
In addition to urging the ceni to move forward rapidly on the above 
recommendations, the U.S. needs to work with all parties, including 



monusco, to ensure successful execution of the complex logistical 
elements of the elections. The U.S. also should publicly denounce any 
efforts to intimidate candidates or voters, all incidents of violence, 
and any other attempt to subvert the process. 

In addition, U.S. Ambassador to the Democratic Republic of the 
Congo James Entwistle and senior State Department officials such 
as Secretary Clinton, Under Secretary of State for Democracy and 
Global Affairs Maria Otero, Assistant Secretary of State for Africa 
Johnnie Carson, Assistant Secretary for Democracy, Human Rights 
& Labor Michael Posner, and, ultimately, President Obama need to 
make strong, detailed public statements in support of free, fair, trans-
parent, and credible elections. President Obama should be prepared 
to provide unambiguous support and to make timely statements via 
video and radio, as he has already done with great effect for other 
elections in Africa, to emphasize support for this goal. While private 
quiet diplomacy is beneficial, public statements that are clear and ef-
fective also are needed to send the message to all Congolese that the 
U.S. stands foursquare behind the holding of free, fair, and transpar-
ent elections.

Finally, major observation missions organized by the Carter Center 
and Congolese civil society—with U.S. Government support—need to 
be able to operate freely and without interference. The U.S. must con-
tinue to give its full support to these important efforts.



B a c k g r o u n d

Five years after the Democratic Republic of the Congo held its first 
multiparty elections in four decades, the Congolese are preparing 
to go to the polls on November 28, 2011 for presidential and parlia-
mentary elections. Current President Joseph Kabila is running for 
re-election and is opposed by Étienne Tshisekedi, the leader of the 
Union for Democracy and Social Progress (known by its French ac-
ronym, udps), and nine other Congolese politicians, including Vital 
Kamerhe, Nzanga Mobutu, and Kengo wa Dondo.iii

Leading Congolese and members of the international community 
have regularly stated that these elections must be reasonably free, 
fair, and transparent. President Kabila himself stated on Septem-
ber 14, 2011 that he is “committed to holding November’s presiden-
tial election on time” and that the election “should be credible and 
democratic.”iv The United Nations Security Council stated in its most 
recent resolution on the drc “that the successful holding of timely, 
inclusive, peaceful, credible, and transparent elections, in accordance 
with the constitution and international standards, is a key condition 
for the consolidation of democracy, national reconciliation, and resto-
ration of a stable, peaceful, and secure environment in which stabili-
zation and socio-economic development can progress….”v

After a three-year transition, the Congolese, assisted by the inter-
national community, organized and held reasonably free, fair, and 
transparent elections in 2006. Those elections are an important 
touchstone for the present situation. In 2006, Congo was emerging 
from a long and horrible period marked by two catastrophic wars. To 
organize elections, the Congolese government created the Indepen-
dent Electoral Commission (known by its French acronym, cei) two 
years prior to the 2006 elections.

The international community saw the 2006 elections as a key ele-
ment marking the end of a successful political transition. Since Congo 
had not held free and democratic elections since 1965, the interna-
tional community recognized that they needed to provide extremely 
high levels of funding, as well as technical support and assistance. 



International actors, coordinated by the United Nations Organiza-
tion Mission in the Democratic Republic of the Congo (known by its 
French acronym, monuc) played a central role in every aspect of the 
elections. The cei head, Abbé Apollinaire Malu-Malu, worked close-
ly and effectively with monuc and other international actors to orga-
nize the elections.

In 2006, the president had to be elected by a majority vote, with a 
second round of voting if no candidate received a majority vote. Presi-
dent Kabila won the first round, but without a majority. This, there-
fore, required a second round of voting, which resulted in President 
Kabila defeating his principal opponent, Jean-Pierre Bemba.vi

In early 2011, the Parliament rapidly approved President Kabila’s pro-
posed changes to the Constitution, including altering the manner of 
electing the president. With these constitutional changes, there will 
only be one round of voting:  whoever wins the most votes is elected 
president, without the need to obtain a majority. The President’s mo-
tivation for proposing this change was widely seen as coming from 
a desire to increase his reelection chances. This change appeared 
to dramatically increase skepticism among the Congolese elite over 
prospects for a genuinely democratic election.

The cei’s successor organization, the ceni, headed by the Reverend 
Daniel Mulunda-Nyanga, only began functioning in late February 
2011, just months before the scheduled election date. Because the 
ceni began its work so late, the cei under Abbé Apollinaire Malu-
Malu released an initial electoral calendar in August 2010 which set 
out the main tasks required to organize elections, with the amount of 
time needed per task. The ceni released its own electoral timetable 
in late April, followed by a revised partial calendar in mid-August.
 
The two initial calendars are extremely similar, but the third calen-
dar, released in August, contains a remarkable omission. In the cal-
endar published by the cei in 2010, the key task of producing and 
distributing non-sensitive voting materials, including voting booths, 
ballot boxes,  and other critical materials (but not the actual ballots) to 
the more than 60,000 polling places in Congo was scheduled to take 



more than 2 ½ months. In its April calendar, the ceni maintained 
this amount of time for these actions, with distribution of non-sensi-
tive voting materials scheduled to start on July 1 and to be completed 
by September 18.  However, the timeline discussed by ceni President 
Mulunda in his August 18 speechvii omits the entry for the distribu-
tion of these non-sensitive materials. He includes only a timeline for 
the production and distribution of ballots. Instead, ceni President 
Mulunda’s only reference to non-sensitive materials in his remarks 
is to say that “the ballot boxes, voting booths, and other materials for 
the electoral kits have been ordered….” 

As of the second half of September, the distribution of voting booths, 
ballot boxes, and other materials to polling stations has not yet be-
gun. Until recently, electoral materials had been waylaid in various 
locations around the world, from China to South Africa. Late on Sep-
tember 13, important election materials from China, including the 
voting booths, finally arrived. This crucial process, scheduled to be-
gin on July 1, is now months behind schedule. Using the ceni’s April 
timetable, even if distribution of these materials begins immediately, 
it would take until early December, well past the November 28 elec-
tion date, to complete.

The ceni now asserts that all these essential and logistically complex 
tasks can be completed in less than 2 ½ months. The ceni has stated 
privately that the distribution of non-sensitive, as well as sensitive, 
election materials can occur simultaneously, instead of in sequence, 
and that this would save a substantial amount of time. This assertion 
does not address the issue of how much time is required for distribu-
tion of non-sensitive materials. Some elections experts question the 
feasibility of the ceni’s present timetable on purely technical and lo-
gistical grounds, due to the shortness of time. To date, the ceni has 
not provided any detailed operational plan or explanation on how 
this dramatically compressed timeline can be achieved.

While it will play a greatly reduced role from that of monuc in 2006, 
monusco still has an essential, large role in elections preparations, 
including planning and logistics. Key monusco personnel now state 
that they have serious doubts that these and other logistical actions 



can be completed prior to the scheduled election day of November 
28.  As time gets shorter and shorter, the ceni’s list of requests for 
monuso logistical support gets longer and longer. Yet monusco’s ca-
pacities are significantly lower than they were in 2006.

Concerns over logistical and other difficulties are not new. On May 5, 
2011, the International Crisis Group released a comprehensive report, 
Congo: The Electoral Dilemma, calling attention to these issues.viii That 
report reached a stark conclusion:

 The Congolese authorities face a dilemma:  respect the con-
stitutional deadline and organize botched elections, or ignore 
that deadline and slide into a situation of unconstitutional 
power. In both cases, the government’s legitimacy would be 
seriously questioned. … Instead of signaling consolidation 
of democracy, the coming elections present at best a logisti-
cal problem and at worst a new cause of destabilization for a 
country that has still not recovered from the long wars that 
marked the end of the Mobutu era and its denouement. 

ceni head Mulunda-Nyanga has suggested on numerous occasions 
that in order to hold the presidential election on schedule, he would 
consider decoupling presidential and parliamentary elections. Under 
this arrangement, the presidential elections would occur as sched-
uled on November 28, 2011, with parliamentary elections postponed 
until an unspecified date in 2012.  Not only is this beyond his author-
ity, as it is incumbent on the parliament to decide any such action, 
such a delay would increase the risk of unrest, since most political 
party leaders and civil society strongly oppose such an arrangement.

To ensure, as the United Nations Security Council stated, that “time-
ly, inclusive, peaceful, credible, and transparent elections, in accor-
dance with … international standards” are organized, there are other 
complex issues, beyond those raised above. These include ensuring 
the validity and integrity of the voter registration process; fair access 
to media for all candidates; a peaceful environment, without intimi-
dation and violence against candidates; and installing transparent 
safeguards to avoid and catch attempts at electoral fraud. All these 
issues also require serious and sustained attention.



An additional issue that has received no attention relates to a result 
of Congo’s multi-decade decline. Due to the deterioration of Congo’s 
educational system over many decades, many rural Congolese of vot-
ing age, particularly women, are illiterate. On the 2006 election day, 
it was clear that many, if not most, rural Congolese women (and many 
men) did not know how to vote since they could not read the ballots. 
On the spot, it was decided in many polling places that individuals, 
mainly women, would assist these people, sometimes even marking 
the ballots on their behalf. While this procedure was certainly ir-
regular, it was viewed by the Congolese and international observers 
as an acceptable way to preserve the right of these illiterate voters to 
cast their ballots, under these circumstances, even though it meant 
that their ballot was not secret. However, for 2011, it is important that 
a clear procedure be in place so that illiterate voters understand the 
procedure by which they can vote by themselves and can cast their 
ballots in secret.ix

Further complicating these issues, there is a high level of mistrust not 
only between the Congolese government and opposition parties, but 
also between many Congolese and much of the international commu-
nity, including monusco, the U.S., and other Western governments. 
Many in the Congolese political class believe that monusco, the U.S., 
and the West in general engineered President Kabila’s 2006 victory 
and are only interested in doing the same in 2011. While this is a per-
ception, it is an important factor since many Congolese believe it, and 
many political and intellectual elites assume international actors are 
actively working against the opposition. 



r E c o m m E n d at i o n S

The holding of free, fair, transparent, and credible elections that meet 
basic international standards is sine qua non for continued stability 
in the Congo. To avoid the serious risk of another round of highly de-
stabilizing violence and to help resolve the technical issues that pres-
ently imperil timely and credible elections, the ceni should take the 
following steps:

• Urgently convene a meeting with major opposition parties, in-
cluding the Union for Democracy and Social Progress (known 
by its French acronym, udpsx),to agree to a rapid analysis by 
elections experts of the various technical and logistical issues 
relating to the holding of successful elections that meet interna-
tional standards. 

• Hold open meetings as frequently as necessary—at least week-
ly—of technical experts to ensure that elections preparations 
proceed as well as possible. These meetings must be run in 
the spirit of encouraging open exchange on technical issues, 
including asking tough questions and looking for credible and 
detailed responses.

• Urgently develop a plan, including voter education, to ensure 
that all voters, including those who cannot read, understand 
the ballot and can vote in secret. monusco’s electoral division, 
the Carter Center, ifes, and others should work closely with 
the ceni in developing and implementing this plan.

ceni and leading opposition parties should agree to a rapid analy-
sis by elections experts of the various related technical and logisti-
cal issues. Qualified and independent election experts must exam-
ine technical issues and make their best recommendations on how to 
achieve free, fair, and transparent elections.xi The team of technical 
experts should have the confidence of both the ceni and the leading 
opposition parties, including the udps, since it is essential that all key 
Congolese actors accept the validity of this technical mission and its 
results. Such a mission must be undertaken as quickly as possible, and 
needs to complete its work and make its recommendations by early 
October. In particular, the experts group should provide its best re-
sponses to the following questions:



• What are the major technical challenges to holding elections on 
November 28, 2011?

• Can these challenges be met in time? If so, what is required? If 
not, when would it be technically feasible to hold free, fair, and 
transparent elections?

monusco, working closely with the ceni, has a major role to play in 
the distribution of electoral materials and in many other crucial as-
pects of free, fair, and transparent elections, including security. With 
the delays in the calendar, Congolese authorities are asking monus-
co to do more and more. Ultimately, monusco’s capabilities must be 
carefully and accurately aligned with the tasks it agrees to perform. 
This should be seen partly as a technical exercise, although demands 
for additional resources, such as helicopters, are also political ques-
tions. The central goal is to ensure that credible elections are held, 
and monusco’s crucial political and technical roles must be execut-
ed with this as its unambiguous objective.

The U.S. has a major role to play in supporting this process. In ad-
dition to urging the ceni to move forward rapidly on the above rec-
ommendations, the U.S. needs to work with all relevant parties, in-
cluding the ceni and monusco, to ensure that the complex logistical 
elements of the elections are successfully planned and executed.

We recommend that U.S. Ambassador to the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo James Entwistle and senior State Department officials 
such as Secretary Clinton, Under Secretary of State for Democracy 
and Global Affairs Maria Otero, Assistant Secretary of State for Af-
rica Johnnie Carson, Assistant Secretary for Democracy, Human 
Rights & Labor Michael Posner, and, ultimately, President Obama, 
make strong, detailed public statements in support of free, fair, trans-
parent, and credible elections. It is especially critical that President 
Obama offer unambiguous support and make timely statements via 
video and radio, as he has already done with great effect for other 
elections in Africa in support for this goal. We agree with the value of 
private and quiet diplomacy.  However, public statements are needed 
to send the clear message to all Congolese that the U.S. stands four-
square behind the holding of free, fair, and transparent elections.



Major observation missions organized by Congolese civil society and 
the Carter Center—with U.S. government support—need to be able to 
operate freely and without interference. The U.S. must continue to 
give these missions its full support and use their observations from 
the field to inform U.S. assessment of the electoral process. 

In addition, the State Department intends to deploy a half-dozen 
French-speaking employees through the Office of the Coordinator for 
Reconstruction and Stabilization (s/crs) to observe, report on, and 
otherwise support elections. Team members must have prior African 
and/or elections experience, speak French, and be well-trained and 
coordinated in order to complement election observation work already 
being organized on the ground by the Carter Center and others.xii

Some analysts believe that a similar s/crs deployment for the Su-
danese referendum on independence earlier this year was useful. 
However, there are sharp differences between the U.S. approach to 
the Sudanese referendum and its approach to date to elections in the 
Congo. In the Sudan, the U.S. devoted substantial financial, techni-
cal, logistical, and political support to the Sudanese referendum, and 
it was unambiguously clear to Sudanese and members of the inter-
national community that the U.S. wanted the referendum to be free, 
fair, transparent—and successful. In contrast to its involvement in 
Sudan, where the U.S. was among the leaders in providing finan-
cial, technical, and logistical support, the U.S. has provided a paltry 
amount of resources for the elections, only $12 million (out of more 
than $200 million provided by all donors), and has not devoted any-
thing comparable to its successful Sudan efforts in technical, logisti-
cal, or political support.
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Footnotes

i Gambino, a Carter Center elections observer in 2006, personally witnessed this in the polling places he 
visited in rural North Kivu.

ii The UDPS boycotted the 2006 elections and, therefore, is not represented in the parliament. Yet, as one 
of the leading opposition parties, it is essential that it be represented at such meetings.

iii Jean-Pierre Bemba, President Kabila’s major opponent in 2006 and the head of the Movement for the 
Liberation of the Congo (MLC), is presently in prison in The Hague, under indictment for war crimes 
and crimes against humanity. It is highly unlikely that he will be able to run in the 2011 election. He 
nevertheless continues to insist that he will be a candidate.

iv Associated Press, September 14, 2011.

v UN Security Council Resolution 1991, June 28, 2011.

vi Although the process ultimately was successful, it was marred by serious violence, including, most 
spectacularly and disturbingly, street battles with multiple casualties in August 2006 in downtown 
Kinshasa between forces loyal to President Kabila and Jean-Pierre Bemba, the two remaining Presi-
dential candidates. 

vii “Mot du Président de la CENI à l’occasion de la convocation du corps electoral,” August 18, 2011.

viii International Crisis Group, “Congo: The Electoral Dilemma,” May 5, 2011. This excellent, detailed re-
port remains highly relevant today.

ix Gambino, a Carter Center elections observer in 2006, personally witnessed this in the polling places he 
visited in rural North Kivu.

x The UDPS boycotted the 2006 elections and, therefore, is not represented in the Parliament. Yet, as one 
of the leading opposition parties, it is essential that it be represented at such meetings.

xi Inter alia, these recommendations also must discuss the appropriate timing of elections in order to 
meet international standards. Even though any delay would move Congo onto shaky constitutional 
ground, there is a Congolese precedent for such a step. The International Crisis Group (ICG), in its re-
cent report, discussed such an action in the context of the 2006 elections:  “In 2006, the second round 
of the presidential election was postponed beyond the two weeks provided for in the Constitution after 
the CEI requested postponement. The Supreme Court validated the measure in view of the exceptional 
material and logistic difficulties and the fact that the postponement would not affect the regularity of 
the ballot.” (ICG, “Congo: The Electoral Dilemma,” p. 17)

xii The last major deployment to the Congo organized by S/CRS, following Secretary Clinton’s visit in 
2009, proved counterproductive. Most of its recommendations were considered uninformed and based 
on inaccurate information from the deployed personnel, many of whom deployed to the Congo for a 
relatively short time period, had no prior Congo experience, little to no knowledge of French, and en-
gaged in activities better carried out by Embassy personnel.
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